
Episode 57

Happy Resurrection Day!  Thank you Father for sending the gift of Jesus to us.

Thank you for Your resurrection life coming to us to save us and to keep us, to

continually fill us to overflow.

So we thank you for a National day of remembrance and celebration as it were, but we

also know and live in Daily Thanksgiving and praise you for Resurrection live in

earthen vessels every day of our lives.

The year 2024. 

The Calm Before The Storm

A Joshua Generation

Portals

The End Time Storm has started:  This Storm will...

We are seeing the unfolding of end time events foretold in the Bible manifesting

all around us.

Joshua Led people into promised land◦

in our day, they will help lead us into God's glory◦

Those living in this "Joshua generation" will not see death.◦

The candle of world is burning down and it is running very low and it will be soon

be extinguished.

•

Angels of heaven are descending to our world•

locations, cities, places, communities, individuals◦

Those acting according to God's will in the now.▪

When God closes something it is over.•

Usher in a shift in our world and the way that we perceive everything.•

it will usher in the second return of the Lord.•

This End Time Storm will be preceded by the 7 year tribulation period.•

The tribulation itself will be preceded by an outpouring of Gods' Glory•

Pre tribulation period of 3 years prior to the tribulation◦

I believe that I should convey to you that we are right on the threshold of

the start of that 3 year time period.

◦



This one thing will change everything: 

THE 11TH HOUR OF HUMANITY

FOR HIS BODY WITH CHRIST AS THE HEAD

The largest salvation of souls in human history is just in front of us.•

There will be an increase and the start of largest transfer of wealth in human

history starting in 2024 and then continuing beyond.

•

Many will have to leave their current position and situation in order to:◦

To have your hands filled with the ministry He has specifically for you▪

That change for those that are born from above is a good thing and should

be embraced as such.

▪

The marginalization of people◦

The spirit of mammon and the satan are fueling this worldview.◦

The result being to Not see people as God sees people, but rather as the

demons see people according to:

▪

Race, color, affections, wealth etc.•

Martin Luther King Jr. had a great message and a great hope, simply put it was

that:

•

People will be judged by the content of their character and not by the color of

their skin.

◦

We have seen the opposite manifesting and is now manifested in the earth

and in our Nation. 

▪

God looks at the heart•

It is the heart who will determine who we are in Christ◦

We are to have a heart of "The Family of God" as followers of Jesus we call all

peoples and their ethnic differences "brothers and sisters".

◦

God will strengthen THE FAMILY OF GOD, and it will be seen.  It will be a

magnet for the hungry and a great threat to the enemy.

◦

The Rise of anti-semitism•

Satan hates the Jew and the Christian▪

People in our cities and in our Universities are calling for the genocide of

the Jews as we speak

▪

The release of Gods Glory will come in a great way.•

The true body of Christ will unify in a supernatural way•

The pulling away of His presence will happen before the tribulation period.•

Relational Interdependent body•



MY FAMILY

FOR THE BODY OF THE SERPENT WITH SATAN AS THE HEAD

In the early days of the church Schizms and divisions arose striking the divine

Unity of the Body, of His body of believers in the earth.

◦

We must operate as One Body in this hour•

He is the head, and His members are the members of the ekklesia•

There is only one body.◦

We will begin to assemble together as The Body like never before starting this

year.

•

This will be a part of many leaving the apostate or dead or wrong focused

church.

◦

True born from above believers will assemble and come under the headship of

Jesus Christ.

•

It's just a name or banner to gather under•

A gathering Anointing upon the remnant church•

The opposite will happen to the apostate church, different religions, some so

called christian denominations, will assemble together under an "interfaith"

religion, with the primary focus being a one-world economic authority verses

independent governance.

•

Interfaith, One World Religion•

This will usher in the Anti-Christ◦

This will also usher in a one world economic system World Economic Forum◦

This interfaith One World Religion is born in the Middle East and is supported

by The United Arab Emirates and funded by the UAE it is called the

"Abrahamic Family House" (inagurated in 2023). I

◦

They have already established and built 3 buildings, Catholic Church, a

Mosque, and a Synagogue.

▪

There is something called The Document of Human Fraternity and it was

signed by Pope Francis with the purpose of demonstrating the liberalism

of these 3 mainstream religions.

▪

Although it will proclaim to be about "freedom of religion" but it will be

under strict tenets.

▪

1) Sharia Law, which prohibits a Muslim to convert to another religion.◦

Muslim clerics believe non believers should be killed.▪



THE SECOND EVENT

2) Anyone teaching that Jesus is the Son of God and the Only Son of God will

be offensive to Allah and the prophet Muhammad and violators will be

persecuted and can be imprisoned for more than 5 years and can be fined up

to half a million dollars.

◦

3) The UAE has adopted a U.N. resolution, prohibiting teaching against Islam,

including Biblical teachings, which is considered offensive. Biblical Truth and

doctrine is the loser here!

◦

James 12�1 persarvere under trial and receive the crown of life◦

Rewards of glory in heaven for the faithful unto death▪

people will be given a reward of closeness to God directly related to those

close to Him now on earth

▪

There will be Inter-Faith summits in the UN, the US and other parts of the

world

◦

The Anti- Christ will emerge from a one world interfaith religion.◦

The Anti- Christ will head movements like the World Economic Forum to

propose a "New World Order" that requires a fundamental revolution in

governance of the worlds population "for the better good".  Instead of

individual countries governed by democratically elected leaders,

"Stakeholder Capitalism" will effectively redefine human beings, not as

citizens, but rather as secondary participants in a business whose profitability

is the only goal in a global world without borders.

◦

We must counteract this movement and the redefining of human beings.◦

A shift in America•

War and disorder will be the way of 2024•

The outcome of an outpouring of Glory or of Evil for the US will be greatly

dependent upon who is elected or in office in our next election cycle.

•

The next president will determine if The true Abraham promise will be put in

place, aligned with Israel or if there will be alignment with the WEC etc.

◦

Stark differences seen between those honoring the Lord and experience Revival

and blessing, vs those who have rejected Jesus Christ and experience demise.

•

Those nations that have accumulated masses of wealth will experience in

spite of that poverty and lack, under the god of mammon.

◦

Morality and moral standards will continue to decrease and be degraded, our

choices in the next election and how and what we do will be instrumental in

where we end up... do we allow this or stand up and turn it? 

◦



3rd Event of the 11th Hour of Humanity

Move of evangelism and the salvation of souls will happen in an unprecedented

way in 2024.  Millions will get saved.

•

I will purge My church of idols and only those who are faithful to Me will be left.

All others will be judged according to their unfaithfulness

•

Sea Battles•

Attacks on islands◦

Off coast of Taiwan (We need to pray for the souls in Taiwan)▪

Who we have as our next president will be huge in this▪

This will trigger WW3 if the Satan has his way▪

IF MY PEOPLE•

God will stem the tide of this if we...•

We need to prepare for war.•

Mercy will come to the US, but will not stay unless we choose and install a

president who will support the body of Christ

•

If the people reject who God has chosen, then there will be a removal of

rights and a wrong allocation of resources to the wicked.

◦

Fire of Holy Spirit will be released because of Gods' miraculous outpouring•

God is revealing and bringing Heaven•

God is revealing Hell•

There will be archeological discoveries in the biblical lands that prove and

reaffirm the presence of the Jewish people in Jerusalem and Israel prior to the

establishment of Islam, confirming the Jews first inhabited the land of Israel.

•

Revival will continue until the tribulation, but at the start of the tribulation

God's presence will be lifted from this earth and the way people will hear God's

voice will only be through those appointed to preach or teach but it won't come

through Holy Spirit led inspiration like we are accustomed to.

•

There will be an increased conduit or portal of God releasing angels to earth•

There will continue to be an unveiling of Kingdom secrets to the people of this

world leaving no excuse for rejecting the God of Jesus Christ.

•

Many near death experiences◦

Many testimonies of the realities of Heaven◦

The removal of hardness of heart is huge•

There will be signs in the sky•

April 8 total solar eclipse◦



Kudos and Thanks to Randy Kay Ministries for his work on the word of the Lord for

2024

Joel 2�31, the sun will be turned to darkness and the moon into blood before

that great and glorious day of the Lord comes.

◦

Rev 6�12.◦

Mat 24�29-30◦

Asteroid may come and hit earth in October of 2024, 2007 FT3 Nasa has

warned.

•


